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Mary Ellen Jenkins is a woman of rare courage and experience. One of only four females

licensed as navigators and steamboat masters on the Western Rivers, she is accustomed to

finding her way through dense fog on the Mississippi. But when she travels north for the first

time in her twenty-nine years, she discovers herself unprepared for the havoc caused by a

vaporous shroud off Sleeping Bear point. And navigating the misty shoals of her own uncertain

future poses an even greater threat to her peace of mind.Self-confident, skilled, and devoted to

his duties as Second Mate aboard the Lake Michigan sidewheeler, Lily Belle, Thad Grant

regrets his promise to play escort to the petticoat navigator the instant he lays eyes on her

plain face. Then his career runs aground. Can he trust this woman to guide him to safe harbor,

or will the Lady Reb ever be able to overcome the great gulf between them?

About the AuthorDonna adopted Michigan as her home state in 1971 when she moved from a

small town outside of Rochester, New York. She began penning novels in 1982 while working

full time for an electronics firm in Grand Rapids. She resigned from her job in 1984 following a

contract of-fer for her first book. Since then, Thomas Nelson Publishers, Zondervan Publishing

House, Guideposts, and Bigwater Pub-lishing have published her novels. Her husband, Fred, a

former American History teacher, shares her enthusiasm for history. Together, they visit

historical sites, restored villages, museums, and lake ports purchasing books and reference

materials for use in Donna's research. Donna has lived all of her life in states bordering on the

Great Lakes. Her familiarity and fascination with these re-markable inland waters and her

residence in the heart of Great Lakes Country make her the perfect candidate for writing Great

Lakes Romances(R). When Mackinac and the Great Lakes Romances(R) series first launched

in May 1989, the author and her husband and two dozen friends and relatives from Michigan,

New York State, and Illinois visited Grand Hotel to celebrate, enjoying the Victorian ambiance

and superb cuisine. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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ROMANCES® CHAPTER 1May, 1898 “Now, Daddy, you aren’t really plannin’ to go on this

‘Sweetheart Cruise,’ are you?” Captain Mary Ellen Jenkins inquired with obvious disdain. From

the tall chair in the glass and mahogany pilothouse where she commanded her Mississippi

sternwheeler, the Delta Princess, she passed the handbill back to her father, similarly seated to

her left. A few feet in front of her, the helmsman manned the wheel, so big it required an

opening in the hardwood floor.Twelve miles above New Orleans, low morning clouds cast

shadows over the murky water, rippled by a gusty, balmy breeze. The white and gold pennant

of the Princess cracked and snapped in the southwest wind that whisked through the larboard

window to tousle the golden brown tendrils on Mary Ellen’s cheek and caress her straight,

short nose with the river’s own brand of cologne—a hint of sewage diluted with the scent of an

impending rain. Mary Ellen closed her eyes and drank in the smell, comforted by its familiarity

and the throbbing of the engine, then set her gaze on the nearly indiscernible point along a

shoreline adorned in unrelenting green.The Delta Princess was “running the willows” near the

east bank, taking advantage of slacker water—slower current that would make her progress

upstream less arduous. Years of steamboating told Mary Ellen the current would change at the

copse of China trees ahead, and she would soon need to cross over to the opposite side.

Concentrating on the river’s surface, she read it for danger signals—a slick spot with circles

and lines telling of a building up of the river bottom, boiling rings indicating a dissolving bar and

change in the channel, or a long slanting line that could mean either a dangerous bluff reef or

simply an innocent wind reef.Running a hand through the grizzled curls above his right ear,

Captain J.T. Jenkins concluded his second study of the handbill, stepped beside his daughter,

and straightened to his full six foot-four inch height, shoulders erect, chest swelled. “Mary Ellen,

honey, I’ve made up my mind. I’m agoin’ on this here ‘Sweetheart Cruise,’ and you’re goin’ with

me!” he boomed, jabbing the paper so hard it nearly split.Mary Ellen gazed into her father’s

muddy blue eyes and in them read a resolve as steady, strong, and unrelenting as the river’s

current. “I don’t mind tellin’ you I’m not fond of the idea. If the truth be known, I don’t

understand how you could even consider such a journey.” Her blunt reaction did nothing to

mask her acute apprehension at the thought of traveling North.The whole of her twenty-nine



years had been spent on and along the Mississippi— the last three as a licensed pilot and

captain on the Great River. Mississippi water flowed in her veins, as it did her father’s. She

couldn’t imagine sailing northern waters, nor making part of the trip by train, that God-forsaken,

fire-spitting iron dragon that had scorched the profits of many steamboating men of the Mighty

Miss, forcing them into premature retirement. Why, it was pure sacrilege even to consider

patronizing the railroad.She gauged the determined set of her father’s jaw, the depth of the

furrows running either side of his clean-shaven upper lip into the thick white beard on his chin,

and the length of the leathery cracks crossing his forehead, and recognized the outward signs

of the stubbornness that she herself had inherited in no small measure.“Daddy, I mean no

disrespect, but since you’ve reached your mid-sixties, I sometimes wonder if your advancing

years have affected your judgment.” She stepped down from her tall chair, dismissed her

helmsman, and took a stance behind the wheel, guiding the Delta Princess toward the western

bank.“It don’t pay to be so dad-burned outspoken, Mary Ellen. It ain’t becomin’ of a lady, you

know,” J.T. scolded. Unseating himself, he shifted beside her from one foot to the other, tapping

the handbill against his palm. “Now hear me out. I’ve got a plan. We could take the Delta

Princess up to Jeffersonville ‘n leave her at the Howard Yard before goin’ on to Chicago. The

hull’s due for some caulking. You said so yourself, just last week. The yard’ll be caught up with

the spring repair work and eager for our business in mid-July. Won’t take ‘em but two weeks to

do the job. You haven’t taken any time off since July of last year when you saw Charlie off to

the Yukon. You deserve a vacation. After the cruise, we’ll spend a few days home in Natchez.

By the end of the month, the Princess ‘ll be fit for another season, and so will you.”At the

mention of Charlie, Mary Ellen grimaced. Charles Tanner was tall and nice-looking, though not

quite like Cinderella’s prince, being blond instead of dark-haired, and not exactly as handsome.

He could come back any day with a cache of gold from the Klondike. Before he had departed

last August for the Northwest, he had told Mary Ellen he planned to return within months.

When he did, he would look her up.He seemed to enjoy river travel and she enjoyed his

friendship. Though he was a younger man, a woman at her age with her obvious lack of natural

beauty couldn’t quibble over the four-year difference between them. Unfortunately, Mary Ellen

had heard nothing from him since his departure, though he had promised repeatedly that he

would write.Had he made false promises to please her father, who had a habit of trying to

marry her off? Had he found someone younger and prettier? Maybe he had succumbed to the

harsh environment of the Northwest Territory. The lack of news had made her wonder if he was

poor in purse and health. She didn’t want to admit, even to herself, that she had missed him. It

didn’t fit the self-image she tried arduously to uphold—that of a stalwart, independent, working

woman of the river.How well she knew she did not fit the mold of her mother, the typical

Southern belle, beautiful and sweet and fragile and needing looking-after by the man in her life.

Mary Ellen had loved her mother dearly, God rest her soul, but would not become enslaved to

hearth and home and husband and children.Mary Ellen eased the vessel nearer the west

bank. “Daddy, I think it’s pure foolishness, takin’ that cruise!”J.T. folded the handbill along old

creases and carefully slid it into his inside jacket pocket. “It’s all settled then. I’ll write Cousin

Jack and tell him to expect us.” He relaxed again on his tall chair, leaning back with hands

clasped behind his head, elbows splayed. “I can hardly believe I’ll be seein’ the old cuss again

after all these years. Why, you couldn’t a’ been more ‘n eight when he last laid eyes on ya’,

Mary Ellen. He won’t know ya’!“To think he’s remarried. He’s eager to have ya’ meet his wife’s

niece, Lily. She’s about your age, a little younger, mayhaps. A widow with a new baby girl, she

is, an’ runnin’ that there cruise line on Lake Michigan, the Sweetwater Line. If that don’t beat all.

All but bein’ a captain and pilot on the Miss’ippi, that is.“I understand Lily’s plannin’ to remarry



soon. Marryin’ the cap’n of her steamer, the Lily Belle. That’s what gave her the idea for this

Sweetheart Cruise, Jack said in his letter. I figger you two steamboatin’ ladies ‘ll get along like

fish in a school. Don’t ya’ know, Princess?”Though it was a struggle, Mary Ellen maintained a

judicious silence, allowing nothing but the soft stroke of a vibrating engine, the flapping of the

silk pennant, and the distant rumble of approaching thunderstorms to fill the air.   
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2July 14,1898 Though Mary Ellen hated deception, hers was innocent enough and would allow

both her and her overbearing daddy to pursue their intended courses—he, his Lake Michigan

cruise; she, her respite at home in Natchez—while avoiding the clash of iron wills that would

prove agonizing for them both.For now, she made a pretense of accompanying her daddy on

the train that was boarding as they arrived at the Jeffersonville depot in the humid, near-ninety

degree heat of southern Indiana. Despite her misgivings about rail travel, the long Pullman car

to which the porter led them presented an impressive image indeed. Its forest green matched

board siding was meticulously pinstriped in yellow. Above the windows, the railway’s name in



extended Roman script with graceful serifs had been applied in gold leaf. The beveled windows

featured a strip of sash glass, etched with a lion’s head in the center and decorative borders of

fleur-de-lis.The porter helped Mary Ellen aboard the coach. She had not anticipated such

luxury. Sumptuous dusty rose wool carpet engulfed her feet. Overhead, a ceiling of gleaming

mahogany curved graciously from the sides of the car, its vaults enhanced by crystal globes

glowing with a gentle light. Overstuffed mauve parlor chairs upholstered in flowered chintz and

dripping with gold tassel fringe from arms and skirt offered warm invitation.The Pullman was

more lavish than the legendary sidewheeler, J.M. White, the most renowned and expensive

Mississippi steamboat ever built. Mary Ellen had boarded it when new in 1878, and had been

awed by its main cabin of natural cherry with inlaid arches. She wondered whether its owner,

Captain John W. Tobin, had ever witnessed the likes of this rail car, for if he had, he would

surely be jealous. No wonder the railroads had been winning the transportation war!A slender,

dark-skinned lady’s maid in a black dress and stiff white apron and cap approached. “Welcome

aboard. My name’s Narilla. This way to your compartment, Miz Jenkins,” she drawled, relieving

Mary Ellen of her hand luggage. She and her father followed the woman, the porter trailing

close behind with their large bags.Beyond the parlor, a narrow passage featuring stained glass

windows along the right side of the car led to private sleeping chambers. The door to the left

slid open, revealing not a tiny cubicle and short, narrow bunk, but a spacious boudoir in white

enamel and gold trim, with a standard size single bed, pink organdy flounced vanity, and

private commode.Her father peered over her shoulder. “Will it do for tonight, Princess?”Feeling

guiltier than ever over her scheme to abandon him before the train’s departure, she pulled up

her most appreciative smile. “It will more than do. Thank you, Daddy.” She screwed up the left

side of her face in an exaggerated wink, a habit she had indulged since childhood.The maid

opened a luggage rack where the porter deposited her bag.“Why don’t you relax a spell, Mary

Ellen,” J.T. suggested, “and meet me in the parlor before dinner. They’ll be servin’ in an

hour.”“Sounds fine, Daddy. In an hour, then.”He had barely turned his back to leave when Mary

Ellen’s efficient attendant sprang the brass catch on her valise to begin unpacking.“I’ll see to

that, thank you,” Mary Ellen informed her, searching her pocket for tip money.Narilla appeared

pleased at the quarter she was offered. “If’n there’s anythin’ I can get you, anythin’ at all, you

just press this,” Narilla pointed to the protruding gold button beside the sliding door, “an’ I’ll be

here ‘fore you c’n say jack rabbit.”“Thank you, Narilla.” Mary Ellen reached for the door, and

Narilla made an abrupt departure.Mary Ellen drew the door nearly shut, allowing a fraction of

an inch for listening, and from the pocket on the side of her larger bag, retrieved the placard

she had hand-lettered last night, propping it in front of the light-encrusted vanity

mirror.Daddy,Trains and lakes not for me.Gone home to Natchez.Love,Mary EllenListening

again at her door, the porter could be heard leaving her father’s quarters. When his footfalls

had faded, she slowly slid back the white enamel panel and lifted her valise from the rack. After

a moment’s consideration, she assured herself that all the essentials were contained in the

small bag. Leaving the larger case behind, she moved silently through the hallway and parlor to

the rear exit.The efficient trainman had already closed the car door. She set her bag aside and

swung the two halves inward, then lifted the trap and clipped it in place. The distance from the

bottom step to the platform was a long one. A stool stood ready in the vestibule, but Mary Ellen

couldn’t bother with it now. Valise in one hand, skirt gathered in the other, she began her quiet

descent a step at a time, pausing on the last tread. She dropped her bag onto the concrete

below and, raising her skirt ankle high, hopped neatly to the ground.When she bent to retrieve

her luggage, the arrival of a familiar pair of men’s black patent leathers topped by white kid

spats sent her heart into her throat.“Mary Ellen Jenkins!”In all her growing up years, J.T. had



not vested so much disappointment in her name. With great reluctance, she raised her eyes to

a ruddy face sagging with the hurt of betrayal.“Daddy.” The single word, a cross between a

squeak and a whisper, managed to escaped her throat before it closed off.J.T. simply stared at

her, placard in hand. Not since her mother’s passing when Mary Ellen was thirteen had she

seen him at a loss for words. A heaviness closed in around her, like the inescapable

depression before a devastating thunderstorm lashes the river with all its fury.He picked up her

small travel case, firmly gripped her elbow and hoisted her aboard the Pullman. Guiding her

through the parlor to her chamber, he unceremoniously deposited the luggage on the rack, slid

shut the door, and gestured for her to sit.How Mary Ellen wished she were still aboard her

Delta Princess, or already homeward bound on the Ohio—anywhere but here. She fidgeted

with the pearl button on the left sleeve of her shirtwaist.“Daughter, I am deeply disappointed in

you. I thought we had an understandin’. What’s the meanin’ of your sneakin’ off like this, leavin’

me naught but a two-line note tellin’ o’ your whereabouts?” He rapped her sign with his

knuckle.Her pulse surging, she raised her chin defiantly. “With all due respect, Daddy, those

two lines pretty much tell the whole story. Evidently you find appeal in the prospect of travelin’

North on an iron horse, but I tell you, it’s not for me. I aim to head in the opposite direction on a

riverboat. Now if you’ll excuse me, I have a connection to make.” She began to rise.J.T.’s heavy

hand on her shoulder pinned her to her seat. “Am I mistaken, or did you ever once, in the last

month ‘n a half, tell me you considered a trip to visit Cousin Jack so disagreeable you’d rather

go home?”“I told you right off I thought it was pure foolishness,” she quickly reminded him. “If I’d

a told you I just plain wasn’t goin’, you’d a had all sorts of arguments and reasons that your

idea was the best and I oughta go along. Then you woulda called the matter settled. ‘Cept it

wouldn’t be settled, ‘cause it wasn’t what I wanted to do. I thought I’d just skip the hassles and

rhetoric and get on with my plans in my own way, and save a heap of bad words between us,

but you’re makin’ it impossible.”J.T.’s mouth tilted upward at one comer, softening his hard stare.

“I’ll say one thing for you. You sure aren’t like your mother.”Mary Ellen remembered well the

mother she had lost to the battle with consumption some sixteen years back. Clarice Jenkins’

words came back to her now, the words she had lived by in dealing with her sometimes volatile

husband, the captain, words Mary Ellen would always remember, but had never been able to

follow when her father would work himself into a snit. Lay at anchor and say nothing to rock the

boat. The storm will quickly blow itself out.Mary Ellen met her father’s eyes, browner than usual

like the Mississippi during a gale, though the worst of it seemed to have passed. “Much as I

loved Mama, I won’t ever be like her,” she reverently concluded. “I guess I inherited my mulish

ways from you, sir.”J.T. chuckled. He tossed the placard into the silk-covered pink wastebasket

beside the vanity, then seated himself on the edge of her bed. Leaning elbows on knees, he

took her hands in his. “Princess, there’s somethin’ I want you to know about this trip, somethin’ I

maybe ought to have made clear right from the start. Much as I look forward to swap pin’ yarns

with Cousin Jack, I planned all this for you.”She nearly jerked her hands away, but her father

held them firmly. “For me? I can think of much more practical ways to spend my time and your

money, Daddy.”“I’m well aware of that, Princess, but truth is, I’m worried ‘bout you. You’re

nearin’ thirty an’ don’t seem to know there’s a whole world out there beyond bein’ pilot an’

captain of a riverboat.”His oversimplification hurt, but she remained calm. “I’m not nearly so

naive, Daddy. I know there’s a world beyond the river.” She dared not add she just didn’t care to

be a part of it.He squeezed her hands affectionately. “You’re well past the age when most girls

take a husband, an’ I only pray it’s not too late for you yet. Lord knows, you’ve probably seen

the last of Charlie Tanner.”This time when she tried to withdraw from his touch, he let her go.

She fussed with her skirt, thinking how she had wanted to put Charles behind her. J.T.’s



reminder of the man she had cared for, the man who had simply abandoned her, still hurt.J.T.

leaned back and rested a foot atop his knee. “He was a decent sort, well-educated, or at least

well-read, speakin’ of Twain and Bierce and Howells like he did. Still, Charlie never seemed like

much of an adventurer to me. Then one day he up an’ announces he’s off to the gold fields, an’

you haven’t heard a word since. Downright unpredictable, if you ask me. I won’t have you pinin’

away for such a man—one that can leave ya’ behind so easy.”“I’m not pinin’ away for him,” Mary

Ellen insisted. The statement was nearly true, though she still succumbed to melancholy from

time to time thinking about him.“Good. ‘Cause you can’t depend on him. Not any more than you

can depend on the river to make a living for the rest of your life. In case you hadn’t noticed,

steamboat traffic has been declinin’ for many a year. I thank God I’ve been able t’ spend all my

workin’ days on the mighty Miss, but there’s no guarantee you’ll be able to do the same. You’ve

got to be prepared in the eventuality that someday, you have to find another way.” He leaned

forward, adding quietly, “No tellin’ who you might meet up with on this here Sweetheart

Cruise.”“Daddy, you’re hopeless. I don’t want to ‘meet up with’ anybody. Can’t you understand

that? Besides, when did your bitterness over uncompensated war debts evaporate? I didn’t

think you’d ever forgive the North for doin’ away with the hull of one of your boats, and refusin’

to award damages when the fightin’ was over. You said you’d always remember it.”“I know what

I said, and I will always remember it, but it’s time to go on,” he added solemnly, “for both of

us.”Following a thoughtful moment, Mary Ellen spoke quietly. “Your point about dyin’ river traffic

has merit.” She continued with conviction. “But I needn’t go North seeking my alternatives.”As if

in contradiction, the train gave a gentle lurch, rolled a few feet and hesitated again before

moving slowly away from the Jeffersonville station. A few moments passed while Mary Ellen

tried to adjust to the new sensation. Scenery passed by at an astonishing rate, compared to

the slow pace of a riverboat.Her eyes blurred, and she shifted her gaze from the view outside

the window to her father, with whom she was determined to make one final point. “Daddy, I

wish to inform you that when I take a husband, he most certainly will not be a Yankee.”J.T. rose

to take his leave, offering a remarkably calm reply. “As you wish, daughter. Now, we’d best

make our-selves presentable for dinner.”No sooner had her compartment door slid shut, than

Mary Ellen unclasped her chatelaine bag. Removing a folded scrap of newsprint, she opened

the schedule for the Ohio she had clipped from the paper two nights ago. With a sigh of

resignation, she tore it to pieces that floated like petals from a dying magnolia blossom on the

last gasp of a spring storm, showering over the discarded placard in the

wastebasket. ~~~ Mary Ellen had expected trouble sleeping, but after a satisfying dinner and

relaxing soak in the tub, she discovered that the clacking of the wheels produced a similar

effect to the vibration of her steamboat engine turning the paddle wheel, a hypnotic rhythm

filtering out other sounds, conducive to slumber between satin bedclothes.Somehow, Narilla

knew when she had risen, and assisted with corset laces and skirt hooks—not that Mary Ellen

couldn’t manage alone, but she felt obliged to provide some manner in which the maid could

earn tip money, knowing how those in a service trade depend on such to earn a living.The sky

was brightening with the first hint of a sunny day when she sat down opposite her daddy for

breakfast in the dining car. She had enjoyed a sumptuous meal there the evening before, and

gladly returned to the attractive setting where rich vermilion wood inlaid with the intricate

marquetry of a lighter grain curved toward the paneled ceiling, separated from it by a series of

beveled glass skylights. Overhead, a row of globes embraced by brass frames ran down the

center.A snowy white tablecloth, silver place settings, and cone-shaped linen napkins graced

their table, as well as a basket of fresh ripe bananas, apples, and grapes. Heavy, embossed-

leather chairs stood beneath silver wall vases, offering festoons of fresh roses and ferns.



Somehow, it all made her oatmeal and cream, poached eggs, and delightfully fluffy cinnamon

roll taste even better than she had anticipated.By the time Mary Ellen had sipped the last of

her hot chocolate, Indiana had given way to Illinois, and farmland to city, as Chicago drew near.

A dense fog of coal smoke from factories and mills rose above the heart of the metropolis,

covering it in a vast, unyielding shroud of gray. Soot- darkened buildings rose somberly from

streets ahustle with carriages and wagons, hacks and bicycles.She adjourned from the diner to

check her sleeping compartment for forgotten belongings, packed away her tortoise hairbrush,

and joined her father in the parlor to observe the final approach to the station.Through their

closed window seeped the acrid smell of smoke as well as the din of the hurrying pace—the

puffing and bell ringing and hooting of an engine; the clanging and grinding of a cable car; the

squeaking of axles and the crunching and groaning of a heavy dray’s metal wheels against the

granite street. Counterpoint to it all played the ringing clatter of a horse’s hoofs and the shouts

of his driver, accompanied by the unmistakable essence of manure.The slowing train

screeched and puffed to a halt, bringing the Pullman alongside a platform thronged with

humanity. A derby-topped husband opened his arms at the return of his straw-hatted wife and

two brunette daughters; an elderly couple, each of them bent over with age, reunited with their

tall, lithe grandson; a cigar-smoking businessman in a pinstripe suit welcomed with a

handshake his pipe-smoking, overcoated associate. Nowhere could Mary Ellen find a face

resembling her father’s cousin.“Daddy, do you see any sign of Uncle Jack?” She had always

referred to her father’s colorful cousin as “Uncle.”The corner of J.T.’s mouth tilted upward, then

bloomed into a full-fledged smile. “There.” He pointed to a white-haired gentleman of medium

height who, despite his dependence on a cane, moved deftly through the crowd.Accompanying

him was a handsome younger fellow with auburn hair neatly parted on the right and combed in

a wave that dipped over his high forehead. Though not as tall as her uncle, his charcoal gray

three-piece suit fit neatly on his compact form, and his full, brown mustache lent verve to his

straight nose and strong chin. Would he, too, would be aboard the Lily Belle for the cruise?  

Sweethearts of Sleeping Bear Bay (Great Lakes Romances Book 3)

Ada Brownell, “An interesting story set in the Mackinac Island area. Sweethearts of Sleeping

Bear BayBy Donna WintersEvery writer has strengths that we take note of and in Donna

Winters' "Sweethearts of Sleeping Bear Bay," I noticed how well she does with description and

bringing a scene to life while telling us an interesting story.For instance, here's an example:

"Following the curving road, Gus turned south through a woods of spruce and cedar,

interspersed with an abundance of birch, maple and beeches that stretched their limbs in a

natural canopy over the muddy ruts. The road converged with others alongside the fort, giving

Mary Ellen a closer glimpse, albeit through raindrops, as the roofline of the soldiers' barracks,

quartermaster storehouse, and post headquarters."Other sections in the book she word paints

masterfully.Mary Ellen is a steamboat master and navigator and I expected her be to one tough

woman. True, at 29 she could be considered an Old Maid, but she has a suitor who

disappeared in the gold fields hunting his fortune, and then while traveling with her daddy, she

meets a navigator on a cruise ship that travels the Great Lakes. But the Great Lakes are not

the Mississippi in Louisiana.This story is not a new book. First published in 1991, it's a fun

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/EkyVR/Sweethearts-of-Sleeping-Bear-Bay-Great-Lakes-Romances-Book-3


read. If you think you will enjoy adventures of a riverboat queen, try it. The book is part of the

Mackinac Triilogy by Donna Winters and is being remarketed by Big Water Publishing.I

enjoyed it.NOTE: I won this book from the author's website, Greatlakesromances.com”

The book by Donna Winters has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 2 people have provided feedback.
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